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Abstract

From 2013 to 2020, lower commodity prices 
resulted in a prolonged period of low returns 
for row crop producers in the Midwest. 
Reductions in land costs are often suggested 

as a strategy during periods of low returns 
but can be difficult to implement. This article 
uses farm- and field-level data from Illinois 
to examine other areas to reduce costs and 
improve returns. The data suggests that 
the majority of Midwest farm operations 
could implement cost reducing strategies 
including but not limited to reducing nutrient 
application rates, reducing tillage passes 
or modifying practices, examining harvest 
equipment choices, or refinancing to lower 
interest costs.

INTRODUCTION
Until the rally in markets for major commodities in 
the last few months of the year, 2020 was the seventh 
consecutive year of relatively low commodity prices 
and crop returns—a stark change from the farm 
income boom period experienced from the mid-2000s 
through 2013. Those high returns were driven largely 
by increased domestic demand for corn used for 
ethanol production and increases in export demand 
for soybeans to China (Schnitkey, Paulson, et al., 2020). 
In the more recent period of lower farm returns, the 
leveling of corn-for-ethanol demand and reduced trade 
flows associated with the retaliatory tariffs levied on U.S. 
agricultural products during the United States–China 
trade war resulted in declining corn and soybean prices 
while production costs remained relatively stable.

Since 2018, federal aid from ad hoc programs, 
specifically the Market Facilitation Program (MFP)  
and Coronavirus Food Assistance Program (CFAP),  
and the commodity programs in the Farm Bill 
(Agriculture Risk Coverage—ARC—and Price Loss 
Coverage—PLC) have pumped billions of dollars into 
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the agriculture economy, boosting returns for row 
crop producers throughout much of the Midwest. 
These large federal payments have reduced pressures 
to explore avenues for cutting production costs to 
improve crop returns and, anecdotally, made it difficult 
to negotiate farmland leases at lower rental rates with 
landowners.

Figure 1 illustrates these trends in returns using data 
from the Illinois Farm Business Farm Management 
(FBFM) Association for farms with high-productivity 
land in central Illinois. Operator and land returns is a 
measure used to calculate the return before land costs 
and operator compensation. It equals revenue minus 
costs associated with inputs, power and machinery, 
labor, and overhead. For corn and soybean rotations 
with 50% of the land planted to each crop annually, the 
operator and land returns increased from an average 
of around $175 per acre in the first half of the 2000s to 
$425 per acre from 2007 through 2013. From 2014 to 
2019, operator and land returns averaged $295 per acre 
with the federal aid provided through the iterations of 
MFP and CFAP but just $265 per acre when federal aid 
from the ad hoc programs is removed. Over the same 
time period, cash rents have averaged around $275 
per acre, implying negative net returns, on average, for 
cash rented farmland in the absence of the ad  
hoc payments.

Figure 1A includes return projections for 2020 and 2021 
as of August 2020. With support from CFAP, returns 
were projected to cover average cash rent costs in 2020, 
but negative average returns on cash rented farmland 
were projected for 2021. These budget projections were 
based on expected prices of $3.40 for corn and $8.50 
for soybeans (Schnitkey, Swanson, Paulson, et al., 2020; 
Schnitkey, Swanson, and Paulson, 2020).

As of January 2021, market prices for midwestern 
crops have been on a rapidly increasing upward 
trajectory since August 2020, significantly improving 
the farm income outlook for 2020 and 2021. Congress 
also included funding for an additional $20 per acre 
payment to many row crops, another installment 
of the ad hoc CFAP program, in the COVID-19 relief 
package within the Consolidated Appropriations Act 
passed in December 2020. Figure 1B includes updated 
projections for returns in 2020 and 2021. With a corn 
price of $4.20 and a soybean price of $11.15—the United 
States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA’s) forecasts 
released in the January World Agricultural Supply and 
Demand Estimates (WASDE) report—operator and land 
return projections exceed $470 per acre for 2020. Using 
the same corn and soybean prices without continued 
ad hoc support results in operator and land return 

projections exceeding $330 per acre for 2021 at trend 
yield levels.

Although price increases create a welcomed 
improvement in economic prospects, uncertainty 
surrounding numerous supply and demand factors 
continues. Furthermore, with a newly elected U.S. 
president and a new balance of power in Congress, 
there is a heightened level of uncertainty surrounding 
the potential for continued ad hoc programs, as well 
as the future of legislatively mandated commodity 
programs and crop insurance since discussions for the 
next Farm Bill are likely to begin this year. Producers—
and agribusinesses that supply farm inputs and 
financing—would be prudent to plan for scenarios 
without additional federal aid, and at lower prices than 
are currently being experienced.

A return to lower prices would suggest a need for cost 
cutting strategies. Moreover, regardless of commodity 
price levels, reducing costs—a factor more in control 
of farm operators than price levels—can result in 
improved returns and income levels. Although 
farmland rent is often the first cost category cited as a 
target for reduction, actually implementing successful 
strategies for doing so can be difficult. In this article, 
we cover a range of areas where farmers can cut costs, 
citing and relying on a number of farmdoc articles on 
these topics published within the past year, as well 
as supporting data for farms in the state of Illinois 
provided through FBFM and Precision Conservation 
Management (PCM), a farmer service program directed 
by the Illinois Corn Growers Association. Specifically, 
we examine steps to reduce costs associated with 
crop fertility, tillage and harvest machinery choice 
and practices, refinancing debt, and land rental costs. 
Previous research on the determinants of returns 
has suggested that direct inputs and machinery are 
the most significant cost categories separating farm 
operations that earn persistently higher returns than 
their peers during periods of low returns (Paulson, 
Schnitkey, and Lattz, 2019).

FBFM AND PCM
Illinois FBFM is an education-service program 
operated under a cooperative structure for its farmer 
members. FBFM provides accounting and tax 
preparation services and counsel on management 
problems for farmer members. The data collected 
by FBFM field staff is used to generate financial 
statements and analysis reports, as well as benchmark 
measures for farmer cooperators. FBFM continues to 
be a partner with the Department of Agricultural and 
Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois at 
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Urbana-Champaign and its farmdoc extension project 
team, making data available for use in extension and 
research activities. FBFM cooperators cover all regions 
of Illinois and represent approximately 25% of Illinois 
farmland acreage. FBFM data is used to develop 
University of Illinois yearly crop budgets, which are 
based on audit-quality financial records from more 
than 1,000 farms each year. Although FBFM records, by 
design, do not constitute a statistically representative 
sample, recent comparisons of summary statistics and 
demographic measures for FBFM and those from the 
USDA’s Agricultural Resource Management Survey 
(ARMS) indicate excellent representation of Illinois crop 
farms in the FBFM data (Kuethe et al., 2014).

The PCM project is a farmer service program led by the 
Illinois Corn Growers Association, in partnership with 
over 30 other organizations. The mission of PCM is to 
increase conservation practice adoption using farm 
management principles. PCM has over 300 farmers 
voluntarily enrolled within its 16-county service area 
and represents more than 200,000 acres of farmland 
in Illinois. Data on the management practices used by 
PCM farmers is used for research purposes to educate 
farmers on the implications of various management 
and conservation practices. Importantly, PCM collects 
data on field-level management practices (nutrient 
application rates, methods, and timing; tillage and cover 
crop practices) that can then be linked to agronomic and 
financial outcomes associated with those practices.

FERTILITY COSTS
Fertility costs represent a significant share of 
direct input costs for corn production. University of 
Illinois extension recommendations are based on 
the Maximum Return to Nitrogen (MRTN) system 
for nitrogen fertilizer rates provided in Iowa State 
University’s Corn Nitrogen Rate Calculator (2020), 
developed in partnership across seven midwestern 
land-grant universities. Prior to the MRTN method, 
nitrogen rate recommendations were provided from 
a yield-based system. The switch to MRTN-based 
recommendations has resulted in the lowering of 
recommended nitrogen rates in most cases across 
Illinois and other areas of the Midwest.

Sellars, Schnitkey, and Gentry (2020a), using data from 
the PCM program, show that most farmers apply 
nitrogen at rates exceeding those recommended by 
the MRTN. Figure 2, based on their results, shows that 
two-thirds of the fields in the PCM program for the 
2015–2019 crop years had nitrogen applied at rates 
exceeding the MRTN. One-third of the fields used 
nitrogen application rates that exceeded the MRTN by 
more than 40 pounds per acre.

For farmers applying at rates exceeding the MRTN, the 
average rate was 39 pounds per acre above the MRTN 
recommendation (Schnitkey, Gentry, and Sellars, 2020). 
Reducing nitrogen fertilizer applications by 39 pounds 
per acre could lead to meaningful costs savings. The 
magnitude of cost reduction depends on the type 
of nitrogen fertilizer applied. Such a reduction in an 
application rate for anhydrous ammonia, typically the 
lowest-cost source of nitrogen, could lead to direct 
input savings of around $9 per acre when priced at 
$400 per ton. At a price of $240 per ton, reducing 
applications of 28% nitrogen solution by 39 pounds per 
acre could lead to savings of as much as $17 per acre.

While the regression analysis from Sellars, Schnitkey, 
and Gentry (2020a) shows that farmers exceeding the 
MRTN achieve higher crop yields in some years, the net 
impact on returns is negative because the additional 
cost of nitrogen exceeding the MRTN is larger than 
the value of the higher yield. In fact, the estimated net 
effect for the first two categories of overapplication 
(less than 20 pounds and 21–40 pounds above 
the MRTN) was a reduction in operator and land 
return of $20 per acre relative to an application rate 
at the MRTN. For the remaining two categories of 
overapplication (41–60 pounds and greater than 
60 pounds above the MRTN), the net effect was an 
estimated reduction in returns of $30 per acre. If 
overapplication is corrected by applying nitrogen at 
the MRTN rate, this negative net effect on operator and 
land returns could be eliminated.

Reducing application rates for the other major 
macronutrients—phosphorus and potassium—has 
also been shown to hold potential for reducing 
production costs. In 2017, the University of Illinois 
made a downward revision to guidelines for grain 
removal rates for both phosphorus and potassium 
(Nafziger, 2017). Replacement rates provide a yield-
based recommendation for nutrient application. For 
example, the newly revised phosphorus replacement 
rate for corn is 0.37 pounds per bushel. Therefore, 
if corn yielded 220 bushels per acre, the guideline 
replacement rate would suggest application of 81.4 
pounds per acre of phosphorus (Schnitkey, Gentry, and 
Sellars, 2020).

For corn, the phosphorus and potassium removal rates 
were both revised down by 14% from previous levels, 
suggesting that per-acre costs associated with both 
nutrients could be reduced by the same percentage. 
At a corn yield of 220 bushels per acre, a diammonium 
phosphate (DAP) price of $400 per ton, and a potash 
price of $350 per ton, direct nutrient costs could be 
reduced by a total of $9 per corn acre. For soybeans, the 
replacement rates for phosphorus and potassium were 
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reduced by 12% and 10%, respectively. For a soybean 
yield of 60 bushels per acre, DAP and potash application 
costs could be lowered by about $5 per acre at the same 
nutrient prices used for the corn example.

TILLAGE PASSES AND 
MACHINERY COSTS
There is significant diversity in the use of tillage 
practices by farmers in Illinois. Practices vary by 
implement type, frequency, timing, and other 
attributes. Figure 3 summarizes tillage practice 
choice among PCM farms across four categories 
associated with frequency, or the number of tillage 
passes completed, during the production cycle. These 
categories include:

1. No-Till: No tillage passes

2.  Strip-Till: One tillage pass, usually in the fall, to 
build strips where the next year’s crop is typically 
planted

3.  One Pass: One tillage pass, which may occur in 
the fall or spring and vary in terms of implement 
used

4.  Two Passes: Two tillage passes, which often 
involves a deep tillage pass in the fall and lighter 
tillage pass for seedbed preparation in the spring

5.  Three+ Passes: Three tillage passes, which might 
involve a deep tillage pass in the fall and multiple 
lighter tillage passes for seedbed preparation in 
the spring

Both the no-till and strip-till practices might be labeled 
as “reduced-tillage” or “conservation tillage” compared 
with the more traditional categories of one or more 
tillage passes.

Practices involving at least two tillage passes were 
used on over 38% of PCM fields from 2015 to 2019 for 
both corn and soybean acreage (Sellars, Schnitkey, 
and Gentry, 2020b). Only 27% of corn acreage utilized a 
reduced tillage practice, whereas 46% of soybean acres 
used no-till or strip-till. For both corn and soybean 
production, analysis of yields for the PCM farms 
showed no significant difference in yields across the 
different tillage practice types (Schnitkey and Gentry, 
2019). Therefore, eliminating tillage passes, particularly 
in multi-pass systems that utilize deeper tillage 
implements, could reduce costs and increase returns.

Furthermore, the evidence for strip-till and lighter 
tillage practices in corn look particularly promising in 
Illinois. Sellars, Schnitkey, and Gentry (2020b) show that 

fields using strip-till and light tillage practices achieve 
either higher or similar yields and returns as other 
tillage practices, and at lower cost compared with 
multi-pass systems using medium or deeper tillage 
equipment.

University of Illinois machinery cost estimates place the 
economic cost of tillage passes in the range of $10 to 
$25 per acre depending on the specific type of tillage 
and implement used (Swanson, Schnitkey, Paulson, 
Coppess, et al., 2020). Specific estimates range from 
just under $10 per acre for a light tillage pass with 
a field cultivator to just over $25 per acre for a deep 
tillage pass with a disk ripper implement. Deeper 
tillage passes utilize heavier equipment, requiring 
larger tractors, and result in higher variable costs such 
as fuel—as well as higher fixed costs associated with 
economic depreciation on the equipment.

In addition, Iowa State University’s median survey 
responses for tillage operation custom rates are 
similar to or slightly higher than the Illinois machinery 
ownership costs (Plastina, Johanns, and Massman, 
2020). Custom rates at the higher end of the surveyed 
responses were in the range of $25 to $30 per acre 
across the tillage operations. Thus, farmers who are 
currently custom hiring tillage operations would also 
be able to realize cost savings and improved returns 
from reducing tillage passes or changing practices, 
particularly those currently using multi-pass systems.

HARVEST MACHINERY COSTS
Harvesting equipment such as combines are typically 
the largest-cost machinery item for most midwestern 
grain operations. Farmers who are evaluating their 
equipment costs may consider owning a combine 
versus outsourcing the task via custom hire.

The economic costs of ownership from University 
of Illinois estimates suggest that owning a combine 
results in similar per-acre costs to median survey-
based estimates of custom rates for these operations 
from Iowa State University (Swanson, Schnitkey, 
Paulson, Zulauf, et al., 2020; Plastina, Johanns, and 
Massman, 2020). These economic costs are based on 
a 470-horsepower combine with a 12-row corn head 
and 35-foot bean head used on 2,500 acres of corn and 
soybeans per year.

The high ownership costs associated with a combine 
mean that the ownership decision and implementation 
need to be carefully matched to the size of the 
operation. Reducing total acreage assumptions 
from those outlined above can considerably raise 
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the economic costs of combine ownership per acre. 
This is because ownership costs are dominated by 
economic depreciation, which will not decline linearly 
with acreage—as do the variable costs associated with 
fuel and labor. Reducing acreage from 2,500 to 2,000 
acres pushes per-acre ownership costs up by roughly 
$5 per acre. Similarly, combine and head size play a 
significant role in ownership costs. The combination of 
a 320-horsepower combine with an 8-row corn head 
and 30-foot grain head can lower ownership costs by 
$2 to $3 per acre relative to the previously outlined 
combination. A 540-horsepower combine with a 
16-row corn head and 35-foot grain head will result in 
costs $2 to $3 per acre greater across a typical range of 
acreage amounts compared to the baseline case.

While the economic cost estimates suggest that 
modest savings on the order of $2 to $5 per acre may 
be achieved through proper harvest equipment sizing, 
or potentially outsourcing harvest operations via 
custom hire, farmers face some practical challenges in 
implementation. Sizing machinery to the operation is a 
long-term decision and investment. Acreage can vary 
from year to year, particularly if the farmer is highly 
dependent on rented land with relatively short lease 
lengths. Thus, optimizing harvest equipment size to 
that of the operation itself can be difficult each year.

Beyond the long-term nature of the machinery size 
decision, timing of harvest operations can also be 
a critical factor in determining farm-level returns. 
Although having harvest equipment that is oversized 
to the operation might budget out to a few dollars 
more per acre, the additional cost may be justified in 
years when harvest conditions provide a tight window 
of time to complete operations. Similarly, although 
moving to custom hire services for harvest might 
pencil out to provide expected savings, the farmer is 
constrained by the custom operator’s availability and, 
potentially, priorities for other clients or even their own 
crop in completing harvest operations.

INTEREST COSTS AND 
REFINANCING
Interest owed on debt obligations can make up a 
notable portion of total farm operating expenses. 
Interest accounted for more than 10% of total farm 
operating costs on nearly 20% of participating FBFM 
grain farms in 2019 (Swanson, Schnitkey, Zulauf, et al., 
2020). More than 45% of those grain farms have interest 
costs exceeding 5% of total farm operating costs. 
Although the level of debt and related interest costs 
vary greatly by farm, 99% of FBFM grain farms carried 
liabilities at 2019 year-end and 92% paid interest in 2019.

Considering the capital-intensive nature of farming 
and large investment needed, the interest rate at 
which the debt is financed can have a large impact on 
a farm budget. Farmers with term debt secured with a 
fixed interest rate on purchases made in previous years 
are likely paying higher interest rates than what could 
be secured on a new loan today. The Federal Reserve 
Bank of Chicago reports quarterly agriculture interest 
rates for the seventh Federal Reserve District states 
of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, and Wisconsin. For 
the third quarter of 2020, the posted rate was 4.65% for 
operating loans and 4.24% for farm real estate loans. 
For both, these are the lowest reported rates dating 
back to the fourth quarter of 1969 when the data series 
began (FRBC, 2021).

For those with existing term debt at higher interest 
rates, refinancing debt may be an option. A refinance 
replaces existing debt with debt that has more 
favorable terms—in this case a lower interest rate. 
As an example, consider $5,000 per acre in debt 
originated in 2018 with a 30-year term at an interest 
rate of 5.5%. At the end of 2020, the remaining principal 
is refinanced at 4.25% with a new 30-year term. The 
125-basis-point improvement in the loan terms would 
result in reduced interest costs of $61 per acre in 2021. 
Assuming refinancing charges of 1.5% of the remaining 
principal balance, the net interest savings over the new 
30-year term would exceed $870 per acre. Discounting 
at a rate of 8%, the net interest savings for this specific 
example still exceeds $400 per acre.

Generalizing the specific scenario above, potential 
interest expense savings in the range of $7 to $12 
per acre will occur per $1,000 in longer-term debt 
finance. This range is based on interest rate reduction 
in the range of 75–125 basis points for long-term debt 
originated between 2017 and 2018 and refinanced in 
late 2020.

LAND RENTAL COSTS
Cash rental rates on farmland in Illinois experienced 
marginal downward adjustments from 2013 through 
2020 (Schnitkey, Swanson, Zulauf, et al., 2020). The 
average cash rent on high-productivity farmland in 
the central region of the state peaked at more than 
$290 per acre in 2014. From that point forward, the 
average cash rent has moved moderately lower to 
around $275 per acre (see Figure 1) in 2020. The 2020 
Illinois Farmland Values and Lease Trends report from 
the Illinois Society of Professional Farm Managers and 
Rural Appraisers (ISPFMRA) suggests that cash rent 
levels in 2021 will likely remain stable or decline slightly. 
However, the improvement in outlook for farm income 
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during the last quarter of 2020 may have generated 
some upward pressures on 2021 cash rent levels.

Beyond successfully negotiating fixed cash rent 
levels lower, farmers may want to discuss moving to 
some form of flexible cash rent lease to address the 
uncertainties surrounding crop revenue and return 
levels in 2021 and beyond. Flex leases have continued 
to gain traction throughout Illinois over time, capturing 
a larger percentage of new leases in 2020 in all regions 
compared with previous years since 2010 (ISPFMRA, 
2020).

Flex leases are often described as solutions for farmers 
and landowners to share in some of the price and 
production risk without forcing landowners to commit 
to making production and marketing decisions. While 
flex leases vary considerably from lease to lease, standard 
designs often follow either the “base plus a bonus” or 
“percentage of gross” design. Under “base plus a bonus,” 
the farmer pays a fixed rent component, set lower than 
a standard fixed cash rent would be for the farm, and 
pays a bonus contingent on yield, price, and/or revenue 
outcomes for the year. Under the “percentage of gross” 
design, the rent is set as a percentage of gross revenue, 
with revenue being measured by an agreed upon price 
and measure of yield.

Historically, bonuses and gross revenue measures have 
focused on the direct revenues from crop production: 
price times yield received. However, since 2018, ad 
hoc federal aid programs have made payments in 
the range of $50 to $100 per acre. For 2020, these ad 
hoc payments are projected at a record 10% of gross 
income (AFBF, 2020). Anecdotal evidence suggests 
that flex lease bonus components, or the revenues 
upon which a bonus is paid, may become tied to the 
level of federal aid a farmer receives. Given uncertainty 
about whether such programs will exist or make 
payments each year, paired with the large impact 
on income when payments are made, it may be 
reasonable to consider incorporating these types of 
payments into flex lease agreements in the future.

CONCLUSIONS
Beginning in 2013, lower commodity prices driven by 
negative domestic and international demand shocks 
resulted in a prolonged period of low crop returns 
for row crop producers in the Midwest. Large ad hoc 
federal aid payments—designed to offset trade-
related damages in 2018 and 2019—and the negative 
demand shocks from Coronavirus control measures 
in 2020 have helped increase average returns above 
break-even levels in 2018 and 2019. However, these 

payments have reduced pressures to implement cost 
reduction strategies that may be crucial without the 
additional aid. Moreover, the potential for continued ad 
hoc support in the future remains very unclear.

Bull markets for corn and soybeans since August of 
2020 have dramatically improved return projections 
and the income outlook for midwestern row crop 
producers in 2020 and 2021. However, the direction in 
which markets will head as we progress into the 2021 
growing season remains difficult to predict. Therefore, 
it remains good financial practice to implement 
strategies that can reduce costs and improve returns 
given future income uncertainty.

Land costs, particularly cash rent levels, are often 
viewed as the primary target for cost reductions. 
However, farmland rent levels are notoriously sticky—
and successfully negotiating lower cash rents is often 
cited by farmers as being difficult without real risk of 
losing the farm to a competing bid. In this article, we 
identify some other cost areas where recent farm- and 
field-level data from Illinois FBFM and PCM suggests 
cost reductions might be more feasible and result in 
meaningful improvements in returns. Table 1 displays 
a summary of the cost cutting strategies identified 
in this article and the potential magnitudes of cost 
reduction. Specifically, the costs associated with crop 
fertility, tillage, harvest machinery, and interest might 
represent areas of consideration for a significant 
number of farm operations.

 •  The analysis suggests that the majority of farms 
are applying nitrogen in excess of the current 
recommended rates for return maximization. 
On average, farmers could reduce nitrogen 
application by nearly 40 pounds per acre and 
improve returns in the range of $20 to $30 per 
acre for corn. Examining application rates for 
the other macronutrients—phosphorus and 
potassium—might also generate additional 
returns of $9 per acre for corn and $5 per acre for 
soybeans.

 •  Reducing the number of tillage passes within 
multi-pass systems, moving to lighter tillage 
operations, and considering strip-till for corn 
could result in improved returns in the order of 
$10 to $25 per acre. Net savings could be even 
more for farmers currently paying high custom 
rates for tillage operations. In the same vein, 
examining and adjusting the harvest equipment 
utilized by an operation could yield improved 
returns of $2 to $5 per acre.
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 •  While debt positions vary widely across farm 
operations, there exist potential interest cost 
savings from debt refinancing given the 
historically low level of interest rates. For longer-
term debt originated in the past two to three 
years, 75–125 basis point reductions might be 
achieved through refinancing. For every $1,000 
per acre in principal, this could result in interest 
costs savings of $7 to $12 per acre.

While discussions to reduce or restructure rent 
levels with landowners can be difficult, successfully 
identifying other areas for savings reduces the extent 
to which rent levels might need to be reduced. At a 
minimum, it is information that can be shared with 
a landlord to show that the farmer is considering 
multiple avenues for cost reduction rather than just 
seeking adjustments in land costs. Additionally, the 
prevalence of flex cash leases continues to increase, 
and it may be worth considering the incorporation 
of unknown federal support payments in the 
determination of rent levels in the lease design.

These potential savings on fertility, tillage, harvest 
equipment, and interest costs may not be relevant for 
all farm operations and may not be additive in nature. 
For example, although reducing the application rates 
for inputs is an actionable strategy for most operations, 
not all farms are currently applying at rates beyond 
return-maximizing recommendations. Furthermore, 
adjustments that potentially impact the business’s 
machinery, whether it be tillage or harvest equipment, 
are more complicated and longer-term in nature. 
However, data from Illinois farm operations suggests 
there are real opportunities for cost reducing strategies 
to improve returns for a large share of farm businesses 
in the Midwest.
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Figure 1. Average operator and land returns and cash rents in central Illinois, 2000–2021P. A, Return projections for 
2020 and 2021 as of August 2020. B, Updated projections for returns in 2020 and 2021. (Sources: FBFM, 2020; USDA, 
2021; author calculations.) Note: Projections for 2020 and 2021 in Part A were based on information in August 2020. 
Updated projections in Part B are based on information in January 2021.

A

B
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Figure 2. Percent of PCM fields by nitrogen application rate, 2015–2019. (Source: PCM, 2020.)

Figure 3. Percentage of PCM fields using tillage practice types for corn and soybeans in Illinois, 2015–2019.  
(Source: PCM, 2020.)
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Table 1. Cost Cutting Strategies and Magnitudes of Cost Reduction

Strategy Potential Cost Reduction ($/Acre/Year)

Corn Soybeans
Reducing nitrogen fertilizer application from the average rate in the 
PCM dataset to the MRTN recommended rate (39 lbs/acre reduction)

$9 to $17 —

Reducing DAP and potash application (14% DAP and potash reduction 
for corn, 12% DAP reduction and 10% potash reduction for soybeans)

$9 $5

Reducing from a two-or-more-pass tillage system to no-till $22 to $37a $22 to $42a

Reducing from a two-or-more-pass tillage system to strip-till $3 to $18a $3 to $23a

Reducing from a one-pass tillage system to no-till $10 to $17a $11 to $15a

Selecting proper harvest equipment size or potentially outsourcing 
harvest operations via custom hire

$2 to $5

Refinancing long-term debt (per $1,000 debt/acre) $7 to $12a

Sources: PCM, 2020; Swanson, Schnitkey, Paulson, Coppess, et al., 2020; Swanson, Schnitkey, Paulson, Zulauf, et al., 2020; Swanson,  
Schnitkey, Zulauf, et al., 2020; Schnitkey, Gentry, and Sellars, 2020.
aBased on the average field work cost for each tillage benchmark in the PCM dataset.
bBased on long-term debt refinanced after two to three years with a 75–125 basis point reduction in interest rates.




